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ABSTRACTWe use the ommerial intent and graph similarity featuresof our Airweb 2007 and 2006 publiations, respetively, inaddition to the features of Castillo et al., improving theirlassi�ation auray by 3%. We use staked graphiallearning over the Weka C4.5 lassi�er.
1. INTRODUCTIONWe follow the same methodology as Castillo et al. [5℄ overthe WEBSPAM-UK2006 dataset [4℄: we use the Domain OrTwo Humans lassi�ation that introdues additional non-spam domains and gives 10% spam among the 5622 labeledsites. We merge our features with the publily available onesof [5℄ and then lassify by the C4.5 implementation of themahine learning toolkit Weka.We use our ommerial intent [3℄ and graph similarity [2℄features. We use staked graphial learning [5℄ by usingweight 1 + log w over the domain graph as well as sites ofthe same IP address.
2. FEATURES
2.1 Microsoft OCI and Yahoo! MindsetThe Mirosoft adCenter Labs Demonstration1 determinesthe Online Commerial Intention (OCI) of a URL. Yahoo!Mindset2 lassi�es Web pages as either ommerial or non-ommerial. We assigned a sore to eah site by issuing an'inurl:' query to Mindset and then extrated the sore or-responding to the site's home page in the returned searhengine results. We used raw Mindset values and the loga-rithm of the OCI probabilities as features for sites where wesuessfully gathered the values.
2.2 Google AdWordsThe AdWords Keyword Tool3 reommends keywords fora site in the form of a tuple (group, volume, ompetition,phrase). For a query word or phrase, we obtained the esti-mated average ost per lik CPC to de�ne the page ost ofa doument by summing up the CPC value of eah (known)word ourrene in it and then we average the page ostsover eah host.
2.3 Google AdSenseGiven a site with h pages in the test set, we ount thenumber of pages p ≤ h that ontain Google AdSense on-textual advertisements (http://www.google.om/adsense)
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as well as the total number of Google ads a over the site.Then we assign three features to eah host: a, a/p and p/h.
2.4 Spammer search engine successWe de�ne a feature for most popular or ompetitive queriesthat desribes the extent spammers manage to injet theirpages into query top lists over the Hungarian Aademy ofSienes Searh Engine [1℄ �lled with theWEBSPAM-UK2006pages. The searh engine uses a tf.idf based ranking om-bined with 25% HostRank sores and inreased weights forquery words within URL, anhor text, title and additionalHTML elements; the engine itself laks spam �ltering.Given the AdWords sores, we omputed the top 1000 hitsfor eah ompetition 5 query. For sites that appeared on thetop list we omputed and summed up penalties. For position
i of a page in the hit list for a query, we obtained the bestfeatures by giving sore 1/i2 for the page. We restrited theloation of keyword ourrenes to anhors only and rerunthe soring proedure.We also de�ne the spam-popularity weight over queries asfollows. For eah q of the 10,000 most frequent queries weompute the top 1,000 hits for eah query. We give the fra-tion of spam within labeled4 (spam / (spam + nonspam))as weight for q and then ompute a weighted penalty sumfor eah host similarly to the method of ompetitive queries.
2.5 Additional content featuresWe omputed additional ontent features inluding amountof anhor text, fration of anhor in textual ontent andlength of an anhor text.
2.6 Graph similarityOf best quality is the fration of spam within oitinghosts weighted by multipliity.
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